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Club Pro Los Angeles is pleased to announce its inaugural exhibition, Fantasy Playground, a solo 
exhibition by Los Angeles-based artist Sebastian Gladstone. The gallery is located at 1525 South 
Main Street on the third floor.

Fantasy Playground is an introspective look at male adolescence as it pertains to our contemporary 
American landscape, where the insidious workings of the normative archetype of masculinity 
operates through the hollow promise of some superior ideal. Looking at shooter manifestos, chat 
forums like puahate and 4-chan, Gladstone explores a psyche riddled with impossible expectations. 
In two parts—the dark room (a video and installation), and the light room (paintings and sculpture)—
the socially constructed imagination of what life should look like and the negative effects of its failures 
are considered. In the dark room, a nightmarish video of a journey through the forest plays on loop, 
while the paintings and sculpture in the light room take on more literal representations of fantasy and 
pleasure, shame and unease. Through a childish, playful mindset and aesthetic, Gladstone creates a 
world of objects that not only reflects the lonely and psychologically-disturbed character of certain 
individuals but also contemplates the collateral damage of some idealization of normative desire.

About Sebastian Gladstone
Sebastian Gladstone (b. 1989, Los Angeles) studied Fine Art Photography at the Academy of Art in 
San Francisco, and figurative painting at The Art Students League of New York. Gladstone has had 
solo shows in New York at Ed Varie (New York) and Sunday Gallery (Los Angeles). He is also the 
Editor-in-Chief of FOUNDATIONS, a contemporary art and culture publication launched in 2014.

About Club Pro Los Angeles
Club Pro Los Angeles is a new contemporary art gallery in the Fashion District of downtown Los 
Angeles, founded by artists Kyle Roberts and Ryan McGuffin to support emerging local talent and 
bring more established international artists to the city through its artist-in-residency program. Through 
exhibitions, performances, and spatial alterations, Club Pro Los Angeles will work to present 
experimental programming and new perspectives.

Located on the third level of a 4,000 square-foot space, exhibitions will span over half the space. The 
rest of the floor is dedicated to four artist studios that will host Los Angeles-based artists and the 
gallery’s artist-in-residency program. 

The first artist-in-residence will be video artist Sarah Abu Abdullah of Qatif, Saudi Arabia, whose 
winter exhibition at Club Pro Los Angeles will be her first solo show in the United States. Following 
the inaugural exhibition will be a group show organized by Santi Vernetti, curatorial assistant at the 
Museum of Contemporary Art Los Angeles (MOCA), a two-part exhibition composed of solo projects 
by Kenneth Curwood and Gracie Devito, collaborative and individual works by Rafa 
Esparza and Timo Fahler, and a special presentation by the Austrian art space Mauve showcasing 
Viennese artists Titania Seidl, Lukas Thaler, and Daniel Ferstl, as well as ongoing programming and 
special events throughout the year.

Club Pro Los Angeles is located at 1525 South Main Street on the third floor. We are open Fridays 
and Saturdays 12PM to 6PM, and by appointment. To make an appointment or for more 
information, please contact gallery director Carlye Packer at carlye@clubpro.la.


